MEMORANDUM TO:

Chief Education Supervisors, CID and SGOD
Elementary and Secondary School Principals
Officers-in-Charge
Public & Private Schools

1st INTERNATIONAL ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATION SUMMIT
AND COMPETITION

Attached is a communication from Engr. Bhai Bhuraisha I. Deplomo, MSEcE, MSICT, Event Chair, EROvoutika International dated May 16, 2019 re: ROBOLUTION2019: 1st International Robotics and Automation Summit and Competition on October 10-11, 2019 at the University of Makati, content of which is self-explanatory, for information and appropriate action.

Wide dissemination of this Memorandum is desired.

JOEL T. TORRECAMPO
Officer-in-Charge
Office of the Schools Division Superintendent

Maka-Diyos, Makatao, Makakalikasan at Makabansa
Dear Sir/Madam:

Greetings!

ERovoutika International (ERovoutika) is a global company that offers training, seminars, research and development, robotics and automation competition, engineering and IT consultancy. In partnership with Elite Inc., RoboRAVE International, and UBTech, the ERovoutika International will be hosting the ROBOLUTION2019: 1st International Robotics and Automation Summit and Competition with the theme “Shaping the universe with disruptive technologies of robotics and automation” on October 10 and 11, 2019 at the University of Makati. This event will be participated by teachers, professors, industry practitioners, students from senior high school (STEM and CSS Strand), college, and post grad degree holders from different universities. The highlights of the event include Robotics and Automation Competitions, Company Exhibits, Research Exhibits, Robotics and Automation Bootcamp, IT Workshop, and Seminars. This event is supported by our international partners: RoboRave International (Mexico/USA), UBTech (China), American Robotics Academy - Conroe the Woodlands Spring (USA), STEM Robotics (India), and Adelaide Robotics Academy (Australia).

Attached are details of the event and the program for reference. Thank you very much.

Respectfully yours,

(Sgd.) Engr. BHAI NHURAISHA I. DEPLOMO, MSEe, MSICT
Event Chair
Contact#09183634615/09061497307
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DR. JOEL T. TORRECAMPO
Superintendent
DEPED- Marikina
Shoe Ave., cor. Sta. Elena St., Marikina City

SUBJECT: International Robotics and Automation Summit and Competition

Dear Sir/Madam:

Greetings!

ERovoutika International (ERovoutika) is a global company that offers training, seminars, research and development, robotics and automation competition, engineering and IT consultancy. In partnership with Elite Inc., RoboRave International, and UBtech, the ERovoutika International will be hosting the ROBOLUTION2019: 1st International Robotics and Automation Summit and Competition with the theme “Shaping the universe with disruptive technologies of robotics and automation” on October 10 and 11, 2019 at the University of Makati. This event will be participated by teachers, professors, industry practitioners, students from senior high school (STEM and CSS Strand), college, and post grad degree holders from different universities. The highlights of the event include Robotics and Automation Competitions, Company Exhibits, Research Exhibits, Robotics and Automation Bootcamp, IT Workshop, and Seminars. This event is supported by our international partners: RoboRave International (Mexico/USA), UBTech (China), American Robotics Academy - Conroe the Woodlands Spring (USA), STEM Robotics (India), and Adelaide Robotics Academy (Australia).

With this, we are asking for your help to invite all the students and faculty members to join the robotics and automation completions, research exhibits, and seminars and workshops that will be conducted by our local and international partners.

Attached are details of the event and the program for reference.

Respectfully yours,

(Sgd.) Eng. Bhai Nruraisha I. DEPLOYO, MScE, MSICT
Event Chair

Contact#09183634615/09061497307
PROGRAMME

SEMINARS

October 10, 2019 | Main Theater University of Makati | 7:00A.M. – 5:00P.M.

7:00A.M. – 8:30A.M. Registration
8:30A.M. – 8:45A.M. Doxology National Anthem
8:45A.M. – 9:00A.M. Opening Remarks
9:00A.M. – 9:15A.M. Plenary Speaker 1
9:15A.M. – 9:30A.M. Plenary Speaker 2
9:30A.M. – 9:45A.M. Plenary Speaker 3
9:45A.M. – 10:00A.M. Plenary Speaker 4
10:00A.M. – 11:00P.M. Question and Answer Portion
11:00A.M. – 12:00P.M. BREAK
12:00P.M. – 1:00 P.M. Robotics and Automation Tracks
1:00P.M. – 5:00P.M. Robotics and Automation Tracks

ENGR. BHAI NHURAISHA I. DEPLOMO
CEO and President, Erovoutika International

MR. BRIAN MONTOYA
Co-Global Director, RoboRAVE International

MR. RAJASEKHARAN A H
Director, STEM Robotics India

MR. PRINCE EDIKE
Data Scientist/ Earth Systems Analyst

MR. ROGER COLLANTES
CEO and President of Smarter Robotics
THE 1ST INTERNATIONAL
ROBOTICS & AUTOMATION
SUMMIT

OCTOBER 10-11, 2019
UNIVERSITY OF MAKATI

"THE GLOBAL INNOVATION
TOWARD A SMARTER WORLD
THROUGH FOURTH INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION"

RESEARCH AND COMPANY
EXHIBITS SEMINAR/TRAININGS
ROBOTICS AND AUTOMATION
COMPETITION

Moderator:
Mr. CHRIS DELA CRUZ
Co-Founder,
American Institute for English Proficiency

Plenary Speakers:
Mr. ROGER COLLANTES
CEO, Smarter Robotics

Mr. PRINCE EDIKE
Data Scientist

Mr. DYLAN MONTOSA
US Director, RoboRAVE International

Mr. RAJASEKARAN A H
Director Technical, STEM Robotics, India

Lecturer:
Mr. ANEESH S
Python and MATLAB Image Processing Expert, India

CO-ORGANIZERS:

SUPPORTED BY: